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ABSTRACT

In the last 20 years, several prospective studies have been conducted to improve the expediency of Therapeutic Drug Monitoring (TDM) application in the field of oncology. However, to start and maintain modern TDM services in developing countries requires more funding and education to reform clinical practices. In the present study, we aimed to determine the current practice of chemotherapy and non-chemotherapy TDM in Jordan. A self-administered questionnaire was developed based on reviews of current state-of-art technology and knowledge with respect to TDM of chemotherapeutic and non-chemotherapeutic agents that are frequently used in oncology. The survey was conducted between December 2009 and February 2010 in two main cancer centers in Jordan. Initial dose individualization based on BSA (96.8%) was indicated as the most common approach. Only 17.5% (n=7) and 67.7% (n=27) of the participants indicated that TDM services are routinely provided for chemotherapeutic or non-chemotherapeutic drugs in cancer patients at their institutions, respectively. The most frequent chemotherapy TDM requests were for methotrexate (n=5) and 5-fluorouracil (n=3), whereas most non-chemotherapy drug level determinations were for tacrolimus (n=22) and cyclosporine (n=22). The majority (83.9%) of respondents acknowledged the unavailability of specialized software for dose adjustment based on computer modeling of observed serum levels. Herein, the evidence presented in this study of low rates for drug concentration monitoring in cancer patients should prompt additional awareness programs of TDM clinical and appropriate economic outcomes, particularly for certain therapeutic regimens of proven value.
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INTRODUCTION

Of the many issues now confronting medical professionals, none seems more important than the debate about enhancing the quality of care. Multidisciplinary quality improvement efforts are playing an increasing large role in medical care. Hospitals are trying to improve quality through developing multidisciplinary quality improvement projects.

Therapeutic Drug Monitoring (TDM), the measurement of drug concentration in blood, is employed to estimate blood drug levels so that the most effective dosage can be determined and toxicity prevented. In terms of the quality assurance, it has been shown that development of TDM services can improve the quality of patient care.

Although it is known that new methods and technologies carry in themselves extra costs, it is anticipated that growing expertise in TDM will improve its cost-benefit ratio. Despite the potential increase in acquisition cost, several pharmacoeconomic studies have documented the positive impact of TDM and clinical pharmacokinetic services on a patient's outcome. As a result, toxicity may be reduced and achievement of the maximum effect is obtained in the shortest possible time. Furthermore, the duration of a hospital stay could be reduced and, most importantly, lower mortality trends...
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may be achieved.\textsuperscript{8,9}

Moreover, TDM has been highlighted as a unique clinical discipline that combines the determination of drug levels with the application of pharmacokinetic principles and pharmacodynamics to optimize dosage regimens in a patient.\textsuperscript{5} Therefore, therapeutic drug monitoring services are deemed to have a greater role than mere therapeutic drug measuring.\textsuperscript{7} According to this distinct definition of TDM, a number of complementary specialities should be employed to produce high quality services and optimum health outcomes. Thus, the ideal TDM team should include clinical pharmacologists, clinical pharmacists, nurses, phlebotomists, clinical chemists, toxicologists, analytical chemists and physicians.\textsuperscript{10,11} Each person in the team should be assigned tasks involved in a sequential process, including correct administration of the drug, correct collection and processing of blood samples, precise and accurate estimation of the drug, and finally, appropriate interpretation of the results.\textsuperscript{10,12} In actual practice, this multidisciplinary field has mainly been set-up within teaching hospitals and to a lesser extent in the private sector.\textsuperscript{13} Moreover, different levels of TDM services can be identified depending on international or local strategies and monitoring protocols that have been developed; these strategies and monitoring protocols may be used to modify doses of certain therapeutic areas, depending on the available resources, laboratory techniques, computer programs, and team’s skills in pharmacokinetics.\textsuperscript{6}

To date, in many countries worldwide, TDM has been applied in routine practice with mainly 'traditional' drugs that have narrow therapeutic ranges or may induce severe toxicity. In particular, more frequent TDM requests have been reported for drugs which have simple immunoassays such as aminoglycosides, vancomycin, digoxin, theophylline, and anticonvulsants.\textsuperscript{11,14} Moreover, motivating developments in TDM of extensively metabolized drugs such as immunosuppressants, antiretroviral therapy and psychotropic drugs are still advancing. However, further research evaluations are considering incorporating TDM into the routine care to aid doctors’ decisions in dosage adjustments of these drugs. Generally, in such therapeutic areas, high intra/interindividual variability in pharmacokinetic parameters was found. Therefore, dosage requirements are anticipated to be significantly unpredictable, particularly with respect to genetic and ethnic factors.\textsuperscript{15-17}

**TDM of Cancer Chemotherapy**

Since the 1950s, the chemotherapeutic agents have been traditionally individualized based on body surface area (BSA in mg/m\textsuperscript{2}). However, this method is often imprecise due to considerable variability in tumor heterogeneity\textsuperscript{18} and patient genetic composition, as well as unpredictable changes in pharmacokinetic and physiological status of various patient subgroups.\textsuperscript{19} Therefore, further non-BSA-dosing methods\textsuperscript{19-21} were derived and mostly classified into three categories: (i) the \textit{a priori} methods, which allow the estimation of the dose required to achieve the target exposure in certain patient variables that may affect drug concentration profiles, such as body weight, age, gender, serum creatinine level, and glomerular filtration rate; (ii) the test dose method, which involves a collection of multiple blood samples after administration of a bolus injection of a low or a small dose, followed by a readjustment of the dosage based on newly calculated individual pharmacokinetic parameters for each patient; (iii) the \textit{a posteriori} methods, which require both concentration data and sometimes additional physiological or biological factors known to account for pharmacokinetic variability. While the first method category is based on general guidelines and does not comprise any drug concentration (non-TDM method), these guidelines are frequently indistinct and empirical. Therefore, more serum concentration or TDM-based dosage individualization methods such as those included in third category (the use of nomograms, multi-linear regression or Bayesian estimation) have been more commonly suggested. Hence, in the last 20 years, several prospective studies have been conducted to improve the practicality of the TDM application in the field of oncology due to its proven benefits for controlling toxicity and improving efficacy of certain
chemotherapeutic agents including carboplatin, methotrexate, 5-fluorouracil, etoposide, busulfan and 6-mercaptopurine.\textsuperscript{19,21} Yet the TDM process in oncology is deemed quite more complex than other therapeutic areas. This has hindered its routine clinical practice\textsuperscript{19,20}, mainly due to the existence of a long lag period between the measurement of drug concentration in plasma and the evaluation of long-term clinical outcomes which include tumor response survival rate, toxicity or even death. Secondly, there is some difficulty in determining the concentration-effect relationship for a single drug since antineoplastic agents are mostly used in combination. Thirdly, tumor heterogeneity may alter drug systemic exposure requirements, due to variability in cellular resistance, blood supply and tumor kinetics according to various cancer types.\textsuperscript{19} Other logistical limitations include the requirement of a strict adherence to multiple sampling schedules over a period of time during and after drug administration for many dosage individualization methods, as formerly discussed. This may delay the beneficial effects for the patient and may not always be feasible in clinical practice. However, these difficulties can be resolved by the implementation of more flexible dose adaptation methods, which require few sampling points such as nomograms, limited sampling strategy or more accurately providing PK estimates by Bayesian adaptive-control strategies.\textsuperscript{21} Nevertheless, the latter methods demand an institution to provide their TDM unit with a computer (with user-unfriendly software). Clinical pharmacists who are well-trained in advanced techniques for PK-modelling\textsuperscript{21,22} are also required to perform initial dosage calculations and further adjustments for anticancer, as well as non-anticancer drugs in cancer patients.\textsuperscript{23} Another crucial requirement for implementing TDM in daily practice is the accessibility of robust, fast and reproducible analytical methods for determining drug levels; this can be more practical and less laborious than high-performance liquid or gas chromatography-based methods. Perhaps in this context, more specialized cancer institutions can provide consultations to other generalized hospitals and clinics.

Moreover, to start and maintain a modern TDM service in developing countries more substantial funding and implementation efforts are required. Education endeavors are also necessary to change clinicians’ behaviors and convince them to amend their practices. In fact, though this type of service has not been well-established in Jordan, there is no estimate available regarding the actual adoption of TDM by other health care systems and its application in hospitals around the globe. Given this background, in the present study, it is aimed to determine the situation in Jordan regarding non-cancer drug measurements. In addition, the investigation of the current practice of chemotherapy TDM is also described.

Methods

A self-administered questionnaire was developed based on reviews of the current state-of-art technology and knowledge with respect to TDM chemotherapeutic and non-chemotherapeutic agents that are widely used in oncology.\textsuperscript{18-23} No other questionnaire as such was located from previously existing literature, so a specific questionnaire had to be designed to achieve the aims of this study. The initial questionnaire was piloted among 10 clinical pharmacists who attended a prearranged TDM workshop; the participants worked in public hospitals and were also based within academic universities. All comments were included in the final version of the questionnaire.

The questionnaire was distributed as a hard copy from December 2009 to February 2010 among 100 staff members in two main cancer centers in Jordan. The survey forms were given to pharmacists, clinical pharmacists, analytical chemists and resident physicians through individual visits to hospitals. They were either completed immediately, collected at a later date or mailed back to the researchers. Members were informed about the purpose of the survey, anonymity was assured and participation was voluntary.

The questionnaire comprised 17 questions with two types of response: a free-text response or a pre-defined checklist. However, in both types the respondents were given the option to answer “I don’t know” in order to reduce inaccurate responses and guessing. The questionnaire form consisted of four sections: initial
dosing strategies, monitoring activities, subsequent (posteriori) dosing guidance and future prospects of TDM services.

The first section asked about the various drugs included in the institutions’ chemotherapy protocols. It also asked about their strategies for dose individualization, and whether this was done according to any standard guidelines or patient factors such as BSA, age, weight, etc. The second part of the questionnaire included inquiries regarding the nomination of chemotherapy and non-chemotherapy drugs being routinely monitored and their frequency of monitoring (number of drug level requests per case or per week). Participants were also asked to select other alternative or concurrent clinical parameters that were used to assess the efficacy and safety of these drugs. For questions concerned with target concentration policies for each drug, sampling strategy (e.g. peak, trough, average of steady state, etc.) and the type of assay technique provided in the internal or external labs, participants were requested to enter their own answers.

The third part of the questionnaire inquired about the availability of dosing guidance software, program names, whether Bayesian forecasting was routinely used, and other posteriori dose individualization techniques based on patient’s measured serum concentration. Additionally, participants were asked to identify members who are mostly involved in the dosing adjustment or interpretation of observed concentrations in relation to clinical outcome.

In the final part of the questionnaire, the respondents had the opportunity to rate their knowledge of TDM according to suggested levels of experience. In addition, they were asked to identify other professional training activities and advanced courses they thought would be beneficial to acquire basic principles or improve their knowledge and skills in TDM services. Furthermore, all respondents were asked whether they aspired to be more involved in a TDM service that is concerned in the particular therapeutic areas that they believed would be more important.

All data were coded, entered and analyzed using the SPSS® software (version 17.0; SPSS, Inc, Chicago, IL). For interested readers, a copy of the final questionnaire can be requested from the author.

**Results**

**Demographic Details of Respondents**

Of the 100 questionnaires sent, 40 completed submissions were returned. Therefore, the response rate was 40%. The demographic details of respondents are given in Table 1. Of the respondents, 52.1% were men while 47.9% were women. The average age was 28.5 (±1) years, with the predominant age group between 20-29 years of age, followed by 40-49 years. More than one-third of the respondents (37.5%) were clinical pharmacists, while most of the survey respondents had one to five years of experience in their current institution (mean, 4.43 ± 5.1).

| TABLE 1. Demographic Characteristics of Survey Participants (n = 40). |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Characteristic                  | Respondents, (%)|
| Age group                       |                 |
| 20-29 years old                 | 22 (55)         |
| 30-39 years old                 | 8 (20)          |
| 40-49 years old                 | 10 (25)         |
| Level of Qualification and Specialty |                 |
| Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy | 3 (7.5)         |
| Master of Science in Clinical Pharmacy | 12 (30)         |
| Doctor of Pharmacy              | 5 (12.5)        |
| Resident Physician              |                 |
| Analytical Chemist              |                 |
| Years of experience             |                 |
| < 1                             | 3 (7.5)         |
| 1-5                             | 22 (55)         |
| 6-10                            | 4 (10)          |
| 11-15                           | 3 (7.5)         |
| 16-20                           | 6 (15)          |
| 21-25                           | 2 (5)           |
Initial Dosing Strategies

Among the most commonly employed chemotherapeutic agents (Figure 1), methotrexate followed by fluorouracil were the most recurrently nominated drugs in the survey. When the respondents were asked about current knowledge of initial dose individualization (priori) methods of the previous drugs (Figure 2), dose estimation based on BSA (96.8%) was indicated to be the most widely existing approach in the participants’ institutions. Initial dose individualization according to body weight (74.2%) was the second most highly selected method, with age-adjusted modification (48.4%), standard (flat-fixed) dose (45.2%) and nomograms (25.8%) constituting the remainder of the participants’ responses to this query. None of the respondents indicated awareness of any other dose adaptation strategies based on other biological or clinical patient variables.
Monitoring Activities
Participants were asked whether they routinely monitored plasma levels after the start or change of chemotherapeutic or non-chemotherapeutic drugs in cancer patients. Only 17.5% (n=7) and 67.7% (n=27) of the participants indicated that such monitoring activities and services are provided for these two medication categories, respectively. The majority of respondents stated that such services are not routinely considered, or that they did not know whether routine monitoring was available in their institution.

Monitoring Activity Frequency
For those who responded positively to the previous section (n=27, 67.7%), other details regarding nomination of drugs being routinely monitored and frequency of monitoring (number of drug level requests per case or per week) were obtained. As illustrated in Table 2, their knowledge of commonly employed sampling strategies for each specific drug is also summarized. The most frequent chemotherapy TDM requests were for methotrexate (n=5) and 5-fluorouracil (n=3), whereas most non-chemotherapy drug level determinations were for tacrolimus (n=22) and cyclosporine (n=22). With respect to sampling strategies for the purpose of methotrexate monitoring, respondents recommended obtaining of one sample at the peak (n=1) or at the end of infusion to ensure the achievement of a steady state (n=2), or three samples at specified times during and the end of infusion (n=5). For 5-fluorouracil, the average concentration after 4 days was suggested (n=3). For the other two chemotherapeutic drugs, carboplatin and busulfan, only one participant responded and defined two alternative sampling strategies (Table 2). For other non-chemotherapeutic drugs, the choice of trough sampling was prevalent, except for cyclosporine with more respondents recommending sampling at 2 hours post-dose (20 of 22, 90.9%), and for vancomycin with more trends for peak sampling responses (4 of 4, 100%). In addition, many participants advocated random sampling to rule out suspected toxicity in the case that severe signs and symptoms for tacrolimus, theophylline or digoxin were observed.

Target Concentration Policy
Moreover, participants were asked if there were any defined targeted policies (oranges) as part of their centers’ protocols for guiding the assessment of the efficacy and safety of chemotherapy and non-chemotherapy drugs. The percentages of staff members’ responses reveal that none of the participating staff members were aware of the availability of such protocols. Almost ninety seven per cent (97.0%) of respondents said that there were no polices in their centers for drug concentration measurements. On the other hand, only 3.2% stated that they were not sure of their answers.

Assay Methods
Of particular note, spectrophotometry (54.8%) followed by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) (38.7%) were the most highly selected methods by participants. In addition, immunoassay and gas chromatography were among the less frequently reported methods.

Subsequent (Posteriori) Dosing Guidance
1. Software for Calculation and Dose Adjustment
Asking about the availability of any software for dose calculation and adjustment based on measured plasma concentrations in individual patient cases, only 23% indicated the availability of such software, but did not specify any program names. A percentage of respondents (6.5%) instead selected “I don’t know,” indicating their unfamiliarity with this sort of activity in their centers. When asked whether Bayesian forecasting is routinely employed for dosing guidance, only approximately 10% of the participants expressed familiarity with this approach of pharmacokinetic modeling for monitoring drugs using concentration data. However, no participants clearly indicated their routine employment within their practice. With respect to knowledge of other posteriori dose individualization methods among the participants who did not recognize Bayesian technique, most chose calculations based on population PK-parameters (48.4%). Even fewer selected test dose method (38.7%), nomograms (25.8%) or multi-linear regression methods (19.4%). Again, despite acknowledgement of previous
methods, only few (25%) declared, however, rare applications of pharmacokinetic dosage calculations based on available patient variables.

2. Clinical Monitoring

Figure 3 displays the clinical monitoring and laboratory parameters which were thought to be relevant for evaluating the efficacy and safety as well as for subsequent dosage adjustments of chemotherapeutic drugs in conjunction with drug levels during the follow-up. As shown, the leucocyte and platelet nadir were the most highly reported.

![Figure 3: Clinical Monitoring Parameters in Oncology Patients (n=40).](image)

**Professions Involved in TDM**

When asked to indicate which professions should be involved in the interpretative service of drug concentrations with or without pharmacokinetic consultation, the most frequently cited profession was physicians (77.4%) followed by clinical pharmacologists (71%). Surprisingly, pharmacists were less frequently nominated (58.1%). A small percentage of the respondents (6.5%) felt that clinical chemists could present valuable advice, especially with regard to the interpretation of the measured drug concentration values.

**Future Prospects of TDM Services**

**Perceived and Actual Knowledge in TDM**

When respondents in the two cancer centers were asked to rate their extent of knowledge in this area of science, 42.5% felt their perceived education was very good, 25% believed that they had satisfactory knowledge and 25% affirmed their poor knowledge of this topic. Only 7.5% of participants felt they knew a great deal about this issue, having sufficient practical experience and application.

**Interest In and Need for Additional PK-Courses**

The majority of respondents (77.4%) declared their need for additional basic or advanced PK courses to review or acquire basic knowledge they thought they did not have in their curriculum. The frequency of nominated courses was as follows: Applied Pharmacodynamics (64.5%), Advanced Clinical PK (45.2%), Applied Clinical PK (41.9%) and Basic Concepts of PK (19.4%).

**Sources of Professional Training**

In addition, all staff surveyed pointed out the significance of professional training to provide sufficient skills to gain competency in the field of TDM service. A
large percentage (87%) of the respondents indicated that they believed that this would be greatly appreciated by their employers. With regard to the inquiry about the sources of professional training and skills in TDM, participants were most interested in pursuing continuing education courses (80.6%) and attending TDM workshops (77.4%). Interestingly, a significant percentage of surveyed staff (41.9%) was keen to participate in research activities related to TDM issues.

**TDM of Other Therapeutic Areas**

Out of four listed TDM subspecialties, 40% of staff expressed an interest in the area of tricyclic antidepressants, 32% displayed more concerns about immunosuppressive agents and 21% put a high significance on antiretroviral drugs employed in the treatment of AIDS. Yet, fewer participants (7%) regarded TDM in the management of patients with tuberculosis (TB) as a useful tool in the setting of multidrug-resistant TB.

**Discussion**

Initially, the findings of this study provide basic information to guide the establishment of good standard TDM services in Jordanian health institutions. In the global picture, the current audit was sought to foster the clinical staff education and orientation towards rational drug concentration measurement and interpretation, with special emphasis on a cancer patient setting.

The routine TDM applications have been mainly reported for drugs described as toxic or as causing severe side effects in the literature—though to a variable extent of sophistication by different institutions throughout the world. Well-known “traditional” examples are antiepileptic drugs, antiarrhythmic agents, theophylline, aminoglycoside antibiotics, cardiac glycosides and drugs to prevent transplant rejection.⁴⁻¹⁷ TDM has also been utilized to identify noncompliant patients, regardless of the drug indicated for them.⁴⁴

However, despite proven and expected beneficial impacts of TDM in cancer patients, in terms of improving efficacy, controlling toxicity and reducing drug-drug interactions, its application remains limited and confined to certain chemotherapeutic agents.⁹⁻²¹ This gap between research and clinical practice was attributed to several factors, mainly, due to poorly defined concentration-and/or exposure-effect relationships for many antineoplastic agents.²⁰ However, it was agreed that treating physicians still ought to consider variability in patient age, disease stage, multiple comedication, tumor heterogeneity and degree of organ function in tailoring dosage regimens for an individual cancer patient.²³ In fact, with further accumulating evidence from many new PK studies for various chemotherapeutic agents and with recent advancements in computer modeling techniques, the application of TDM in routine oncology clinical practice is becoming more feasible. Therefore, any previous difficulties should no longer hinder its adoption in cancer institutions worldwide.

According to the main Jordanian cancer institutions, this pilot study’s data revealed a lack of knowledge about modern initial dose estimation methods of chemotherapeutics among the majority of clinical staff. A majority (96.8%) of the participants cited BSA as the sole parameter on which to base dose calculation. This was deemed to be inaccurate to standardize the apparent interpatient variation in PK for most cytotoxic drugs.²⁸ Consequently, continual use of a fixed dose based on a BSA calculation might lead to life-threatening side effects in certain patients, or result in the treatment failure for others.

With regard to monitoring activity, in this study, it was defined by the frequency of requesting a drug level for a chemotherapeutic drug per week or per case. Unpredictably, this activity was very rare (2.5% to 17.5%) or almost absent (0%) for most of the employed chemotherapeutic agents covered in the current survey. Interestingly, methotrexate was the most frequently ordered assay, constituting 70% of all chemotherapeutic drug tests as stated by our respondents (5 of 7). Perhaps this finding can be explained by the availability of easily applicable commercial immunoassay for methotrexate serum determinations, while only more expensive and difficult separative methods are found for other drugs.²⁴,²⁵ Alternately, another possible explanation is the previously reported evidence of valid clinical impact of
its level routine use by highly specialized centers for individual dose adjustments of folinic acid as an antidote.26 Another chemotherapeutic agent, which was less frequently measured as mentioned by our surveyed staff, was fluorouracil (3 of 7). This again can be attributed to the recent introduction of simple, fast and inexpensive testing methods based on a liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry and a nanoparticle antibody-based immunoassay which may facilitate its routine monitoring in daily clinical practice.27 Additionally, since its systemic exposure has been significantly correlated with the risk of toxicity and treatment efficacy, TDM for fluorouracil may be useful.28

From a practical point of view, examining the accuracy, precision, sensitivity and specificity of each assay of drug concentration is a mandatory initial step to support a comprehensive and reliable TDM service.7,21 This preference can also be clinically supported by setting a target concentration policy or therapeutic window for estimated drugs, according to specific patient conditions. In this context, the lack of unified concentration policies for chemotherapeutic agents reported in the current survey (96.8%) was considered misleading, particularly in light of the numerous published studies demonstrating a clear relationship between the extent of systemic exposure (AUC or C3SS) and toxicity or efficacy for many cytotoxic drugs including methotrexate29, etoposide30, carboplatin31, fluorouracil28, topotecan32 and Busulfan33. Moreover, cancer patients are more prone to have drug-drug interactions due to the regular indication of various wide spectrums of non-anticancer drugs, including antibiotics, antifungal agents, digitalis, immunosuppressants and anticonvulsants.23 This factor of multiple comedinations would definitely affect the chemotherapeutic drug levels, leading to a non-optimal exposure with a subsequent potential for therapeutic failure or toxicity. Therefore, it was suggested that TDM of non-anticancer drugs within oncology would be more pressing.23 According to the current survey, the reported monitoring frequencies were scarce and only limited to a number of 'traditional' drugs for which immunoassays are internally available, including immunosuppressants, theophylline, digoxin, carbamazepine, vancomycin and amikacin. Based on our current preliminary observation, the overall data suggests that many drugs are being poorly monitored in comparison with the findings of past international studies34-36 and that further awareness programs are warranted among staff to achieve a more effective TDM for non-chemotherapeutic drugs as well. However, it is essential to develop international best practice guidelines that allow the accurate assessment of all aspects of TDM.36 In the absence of such guidelines, it seems unfeasible to estimate the gap of any of these drugs’ TDM in Jordan as compared with internationally accepted standards.

For a TDM result to be appropriately interpreted, the sampling time with respect to the last dose should be properly defined.7,37 Additionally, a clinician’s lack of knowledge about TDM procedures may lead to an inappropriate time of collection and inaccurate documentation of the time of drug administration and serum concentrations, thus necessitating retesting and increased costs.38 Based on our data, it appears that the knowledge of our participants regarding sampling time was scant as a few number of responses (2 to 22 respondents) were received for most drugs being monitored (Table 2). Tacrolimus trough was the most remarkable indicated response, despite its questionable correlation with efficacy outcomes.39 Once again, this highlights the need for further literature review and/or consensus guideline consultations to select proper sampling times.

With respect to posteriori dose adaptation methods, several studies have illustrated that anticancer treatments can be successfully optimized by using more sophisticated and more precise dose individualization methods based on prospective drug concentration in each patient with an adjustment for the body’s surface area.19,21 Moreover, Bayesian forecasting and estimators have been used with encouraging results in terms of toxicity control; this is due to more accurate dose and administration schedule adjustments for both chemotherapeutic26,40 and non-chemotherapeutic agents.41
Yet, very few of our participants (approximately 10%) declared their awareness of the pharmacokinetic modeling approach for assisting in the analysis, interpretation and further monitoring of drugs using concentration data. This finding was further explained when a high percentage of staff expressed their needs for additional courses in PK (77.4%) and further professional training (80.6%) in employment of PK-modeling computer software programs.

However, as an alternative to PK-parameters, it appeared that the majority of participants are aware of several laboratory measurements employed for the evaluation of side effects, and particularly hematological toxicity induced by chemotherapy due to severe myelosuppression. This is possibly because the latter tests are easily obtained and can serve as helpful early indicators for decreasing the dose. However, these tests are not predictors for efficacy and are not unique to one drug. Therefore, we can not rely on such endpoints as the solitary therapeutic targets.

Previous reports have established that a TDM process involves a number of sequential steps which require the skills and knowledge of various professionals (pharmacists, clinical pharmacologists, nurses, clinical chemists and physicians). Hence, in order to fully optimize its application in a clinical setting, all members of a TDM should collaborate and communicate various pieces of information in order to better control and monitor the whole process. However, this concept of multidisciplinary effort appeared unfamiliar to our respondents, and most nominated physicians as the solely involved profession (77.4%). Pharmacists were less frequently designated (58.1%). These results suggested that several other professionals in the survey were not well aware of pharmacists’ work in relation to TDM.

In terms of future prospects, all of the participants displayed enthusiasm in exploring various medical fields in which TDM is likely to be of benefit. Yet it is obvious that implementing such a service in a developing country would initially be costly. Such cost is not only related to the expenses of multiple drug assays, but also to the increased duration of hospitalization and time consumed by additional staff members to monitor and interpret. Therefore, it would be more promising if the Jordanian cancer treatment centers became involved in the international prospective multi-center TDM studies.

Although the results of this study are interesting, there are several important limitations that should be considered when interpreting the data. First, the study was performed at a single site (Amman; the capital city of Jordan) and within medical centers mainly providing care for cancer patients. Therefore, the results may not be representative of other health care professionals who work in urban areas outside of Amman or even those working in non-cancer medical fields in Jordan.

Additionally, the design of the study was of a cross-sectional design which examined the knowledge and status of TDM services within that period of time. Yet, it would be more interesting to repeat it after a period of time has elapsed or to follow up the same population for a longer time to reexamine their responses after implementing some intervention such as pursuing continuing education courses, attending TDM workshops or participating in research activities related to TDM issues. Also, although the study involved participants with different specialties, educational background and qualification levels, responses’ rates were not stratified according to these variables due to the small sample size in small subgroups. This may have influenced the currently obtained high rate of negative response to some questionnaire items due to lack of knowledge. This issue can only be confirmed by further segregation of responses according to specialty, but in a larger study. Finally, due to all previous limitations we acknowledge that the theme of TDM application and knowledge merits further large-scale investigation of the healthcare population perspectives and awareness about its clinical and economic benefits in parallel with the further evaluation of the impact of this survey on increasing awareness of members who may play the most crucial task in this service such as clinical pharmacists.
Conclusion

The advanced ongoing investigations around the globe are refining the definition of PK/PD relationships and validating the TDM of oncology in terms of developing modern methods for the measurement of drug concentrations, evaluating clinical effects as well as for data processing. Nevertheless, the Jordanian expertise in this area still lags behind and further intensive education and awareness programs should be initiated.

Moreover, the insight provided by this study indicated that the TDM process in Jordan concerning other traditional drugs in the non-chemotherapy area is still far from the lowest standards available elsewhere and has many challenges ahead. Wise, well-funded application is encouraged in order to optimally enhance care and improve the cost-benefit ratio. Enhanced knowledge of PK/PD modeling, particularly with the use of specific software, is required among senior and junior clinical pharmacists.

It is also hoped that more multidisciplinary professions will become committed to future TDM needs so that the TDM practice in Jordan can transform into a widespread reality.

Impact of Findings and Recommendations

- The results of this study demonstrate areas in the chemotherapy TDM process where further education and awareness efforts should be initiated to achieve better standards and desired clinical outcomes. These mainly include initial dosing methods, posteriori dosage individualization based on drug concentration and PK-modeling, timing and number of sampling, frequency of monitoring of non-anticancer drugs in cancer patients and the interpretation of measurements within target concentration policies.

- The results of this study provide information to guide the thoughtful establishment of quality-of-care indicators related to TDM in the oncology area.

- The low rates of non-cancer drug concentration monitoring evidence presented in this study should prompt the establishment of additional awareness programs for TDM clinical and economic outcomes, particularly for certain therapeutic regimens of proven value.

The extent of knowledge expressed in this study emphasized that it is of great importance that health professionals are kept well-informed about the latest developments concerning TDM.

Table 2: The Frequency of Drug Level Requests and Sampling Strategy for Chemotherapy and Non-Chemotherapy in Cancer Patients*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug (No. Respondents)</th>
<th>Frequency/week</th>
<th>Frequency/case</th>
<th>Sampling Strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chemotherapy (n=7, 17.5%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methotrexate (n=5)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Trough  Peak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5 (end of infusion)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-Fluorouracil (n=3)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3 (4 days)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carboplatin (n=1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 (1 and 4 h after end of infusion)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Busulfan (n=1)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 (5th dose)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-chemotherapy (n=27, 67.7%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tacrolimus (n=22)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10 (random if toxicity suspected)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclosporin (n=22)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20 (C2, 2 h after dose)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theophylline (n=19)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19 (random if toxicity suspected)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Retrieved from Table 2: The Frequency of Drug Level Requests and Sampling Strategy for Chemotherapy and Non-Chemotherapy in Cancer Patients.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug (No. Respondents)</th>
<th>Frequency/week</th>
<th>Frequency/case</th>
<th>Sampling Strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Digoxin (12)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Trough 12, Peak 12, Cs 7 (random if toxicity suspected)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbamazepine (n=7)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Others 7, 7, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vancomycin (n=4)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Others 3, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amikacin (n=2)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Others 2, 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Total participants responding to this question (n=27); §, average frequency per case during hospital admission; C SS, Steady state average concentration; AUC, area under the plasma concentration-time curve.
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لدى الأردن في الخدمة الدوائية العلاجية الم追随ية وخطط النظام تقييم شلبيا سيرين الصيدلانية والممارسة السريرية الصيدلية زهمة، كلية للصحة، نورا، المملكة السعودية، ومجلس الصحة. 

تتم إجراء مراقبة نظام تطبيق في الخبرة لتحسين الم追随ية التالية دراسات معدة 20 سنة كأي تغير تتعلق فيه. وأقيد إصدارها في الأوقات حسب ذلك، وتشمل الدوام في المادة الدوائية الدوائية الم追随ية من الأعمال وال compañero إلى ذلك، ولكن الدوام في الممارسة السريرية لتحديد النمو وكفاءة وتدشين والتعليم والموارد لدينا أكثر إلى ذلك يحتاج قدرة الأردن في الخدمة الكيميائية العلاجية الم追随ية لتزويدها، إذا تكلمت الباحثة في الأردن، فالتقديم للدورة في المختبرات في النصف الأول من عام 1960، وفي شرين 1961، فيما أظهرت استبانة تصميم تمت بناء على الطبيعة السريرية الم追随ية الألية بخصوص التقدم، وتأخذ الثوابس، ودور المداخلة الكيميائية. 

المادة: الدوائي، الكيميائي العلاجي، الأمراض، الم追随ية، النظام، مراقبة، تطبيق. تراجعات: 2009، الدوائية، السريرية، الأردن، كوريا الشمالية، 96.8، (83.9) AR. 
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